
Experience this one-of-a-kind opportunity to explore the very best of the Tracy Arm-Fords Terror Wilderness region, located 60 miles
southeast of Juneau. Your adventure includes extreme views of the ice-carved Tracy Arm Fjord and majestic twin Sawyer Glaciers, on
this in-depth exploration of Mother Nature at her best.

Experience this one-of-a-kind opportunity to explore the very best of the Tracy Arm-Fords Terror Wilderness region. Your adventure
includes extreme views of the ice-carved Tracy Arm Fjord and majestic twin Sawyer Glaciers, on this in-depth exploration of Mother
Nature at her best.

Tracy Arm Fjord, Alaska (Scenic Cruising)
Named after Civil War general Benjamin Franklin Tracy, this narrow fjord is located approximately 50 miles southeast of Juneau.
Breathtaking Tracy Arm extends over 30 miles long, with nearly a quarter of its area covered in ice. In fact, it encompasses some of
Alaska's largest glaciers, including the twin Sawyer glaciers, which often expel enormous chunks of ice into the waters below in a
magnificent process known as calving. During the summer when Princess ships visit, icebergs float along the surface of the glistening
water in an array of sizes, from just a few inches up to three stories wide.

Protected within the Tongass National Forest, Tracy Arm Fjord is a haven for wildlife. Black and brown bears, deer, wolves, harbor seals,
mountain goats and a variety of seabirds have been spotted in the area.

As you glide through the pristine fjord, you'll first pass by a lush forest where a number of beautiful waterfalls cascade down, and then
you'll be treated to views of snowcapped mountains and blue-tinged glaciers more spectacular than you could ever imagine.

Special Child Pricing Available!
Children age 12 and younger, savings up to 50%. For actual pricing information, click on tour title or Reserve button.

Nature & Wildlife

Tracy Arm Fjord & Glacier Explorer
TA1-660 | Tracy Arm Fjord, Alaska (Scenic Cruising)

You will visit:

Tracy Arm Fjord & Glacier Explorer
TA1-665 | Tracy Arm Fjord, Alaska (Scenic Cruising)

You will visit:

6
hours from $199.95

2.75
hours from $209.95

http://www.princess.com/excursion/exlistfordestination.do?portid=TA...
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